To speedup this site, delete any login which:
1- has not voted in tracker ratings
2- has not submitted, modified or commented a tracker item
3- no tracker item is submitted to them

In short, all logins which are not useful here at the moment. Logins will be recreated here at their next login via InterTiki anyway...

Solution
In Tiki4: replace user dropdown lists with AJAX/jQuery autocomplete enabled input fields if there are more then N users.

Importance
4
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments
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Why deleting user will speeed up the site?

**Marc Laporte** 06 Aug 09 09:01 GMT-0000

Assigned to, Reported by, Last modified by each have thousands of entries

**Jonny Bradley** 15 Oct 09 11:54 GMT-0000

This apparently is because the drop down menus of users list every user, pages like
user admin grinds to a halt with 10,000 users.
The plan is to replace them with AJAX/jQuery autocomplete enabled input fields if
there are more then N users. (Same for groups?)

**Marc Laporte** 12 Jan 10 18:31 GMT-0000

https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=464087
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